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The more I think about it the more apt it is
The coal-is-shone, you see? All black and grimy.
It even makes an impenetrable fog.
Coughs out a warmth that some idiots think is worth
A brick falling out of  the grate and setting fire
To everything you hold dear. Well done carrot eaters.
ItIt’s even a fossil, oily yet solid
I’m hoping it will die too and not be revived
Like other old dinosaurs, not worth their chance.
The coal creates waste, lots of  Ash and more dirt,
It’s shone with a smile that’s pitch black and not seen.
Which basically means we didn’t ask but still got
A mish-mash of  ideas that’s supposed to be best
So letSo let’s shine a light on it and give it time’s test.
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Swing, Hung, Hold
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The Age of  Apology

“I’m sorry. Hello. Sorry.”
“Sorry. I didn’t know. Sorry.”
“How are your children? Sorry. Oh God. Sorry.”
“That’s lovely. Sorry.”
“Sorry?”
“Sorry, No. Sorry.”
“So“Sorry about that…”
“Sorry, it’s just that you look like a man…”
“Sorry, no, I’m fine. Thank you. Sorry.”
“Hahahahahaaaaaaa! Hhaa hahaha! Ha ha ha… heh…  …Sorry.”
“Sorry, I didn’t realise you were going to stop.”
“Stop saying sorry.”
“Sorry.”
““Well?... Are you going to say sorry?”

“Fuck off.”



So comforting to find life fits
Time in its schedule for giant shits
On our heads. Reminds us who’s boss.
With Earth’s gain, society’s loss,
Crammed on trains smelling sweaty pits

Gone is the spirit of  the Blitz
‘‘YouTube: Volcano – A Million Hits!’
“Days like this we run at a loss”.
� � � So comforting

Instead live debates by three tits -
Let’s be honest, not known for their wits -
Try, in vain, to get points across.
Heralds and I can’t give a toss
As Hades’ mouth coughs and then spitAs Hades’ mouth coughs and then spits.
� � � So comforting

At The End of  Days
(for Eyjafjallajökull )
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Manchester
(after Blake)

On pensive walls so tattered, bleak,
A faded glory often speaks
Of  history that once did build
On culture and with art did gild

With confidence and angry brew
A phoenix from the Ashes grew
WWith dazz’ling lights and deadly fire
A generation it did sire

I see it now as I walk by
The bloated greed that caused it die
But now will cause it to react
Against this false that’s seen as fact

I hear the whistling pot, it’s shout,
TTo let the searing children out
And act upon the Tiger’s purr,
When life is good in Manchester.



Red Rabbit
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Red rabbit, run.
Run red rabbit, plunge.
Into the mire, the quicksand
Into the pile of  dripping offal
Ride up high in ruby skies
And scarlet strips of  Angel’s hair
RRun alongside the canine’s rust
Carried high in winds, red dust
Seek you out some blood, some air
Dig hard your heels in mud and leap
And bound like boiling oil spat from a pan
See the sunset scatter birds above your head
The look and sound, the clatter, a bag of  pennies split and spread
Sprint into the SiSprint into the Siren’s arms, skins sequined, silver
Bolt away, away, away till your eyes water and turn red raw
Rise up and bring your arms out to catch the ground
And land so hard a tremor deep that shakes the auburn sun
Feast red rabbit, see the world and
Run red rabbit. Run.
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In a Country now bisected
By their leaders unelected
We watch as all about us comes to change
With nary a whisper or hint of  rage.
What, in God’s name, is it
Makes us so complicit
TTo orator’s cold, frosty nip?
Just the British stiff  upper lip?
Not justly shout with passion’s angry flame
Against those in power for glory, fame?

“They’re the Government. What’s to do?”
“What can we say, just me and you?”
“It’s our fault really, the vote’s in our hands…”
TThey’ve cast the die let’s see where it lands.
We’ll always pay taxes,
Earth spins on its axis
and I suppose, ‘t’was ever thus’
Rich get richer – we turn to dust.
What is the use in such futile gestures,
To rage against rocks or sun’s bright tenure?

FFor we should not fear all they do!
They’ll not cow us, they should fear you.
Though now they strut and walk through gilded halls
They’ll see the tide can turn the shrinking walls
and find themselves without
If  they heed not the shout
For truth, transparent clarity
and need and need for greater charity.
Never quicker was there unrest begot
Than in the people their leaders forgot.

Ode-ious



This Written River
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Found in a forest that’s deep in your mind
Inside a clearing, a dappled bright glade,
This written river that winds and unwinds

The sparkle of  thoughts, like sun, your eyes blind
And dream’s sweet music, the water, is played
Found in a forest that’s deep in your mind

TThese waters you fish for peace of  a kind
That men of  worship for all their life prayed
In this written river that winds and unwinds

With hesitation and pause you will find
In rippled, clear mirrors your heart displayed
Found in a forest that’s deep in your mind

Then free a thought, from your spirit unbind
All All your passions and in these waters wade
In this written river that winds and unwinds

Press against torrents but with currents ride
As in these still waters kingdoms are made,
Found in a forest that’s deep in your mind
This written river that winds and unwinds.
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You’ll Find Me There

You’ll find me there
Within the wash of  sunset’s light
You’ll find me there
To string aloft the birds in air
As then they flee the patient night
Through phosphor blue and out of  sight
YYou’ll find me there
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Counting Sheep

“Bollocks! You should run the country this way…”
“We’re doing so much harm to the world though…”
“Trust me, this season…! Today is our day!”
“Heidegger just had so little to show…”
“Dylan man, he just had something to SAY…”
“So Terry goes home but June doesn’t know…”
I sit, I sit, my liver a picture of  health,
Lemonade, wishing I was somewhere else.



As I fell down upon the snow
Weeping red out into white
I was lost, nowhere to go,
Swimming in the night

Then I looked up into the trees
While the snowflakes fell
TThrough fingers of  the canopy
Like ash belched out of  Hell,

I pondered on my mortal trek
That led me to the ground;
Dining out on every speck
Of  sustenance I found

With burning muscles, aching feet
And skin nAnd skin now dry and pinched
Suspicious of  those that I meet
Progressing inch by inch.

Now all but spent I lay fatigued
Upon the porcelain floor
A goal that lay within my reach
Was in my reach no more.

When fWhen from the dark a sound I heard 
an unearthly, haunting keen,
so from my dying faint I stirred
to source the fearful scream
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The Wolf
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I looked up to the path ahead
Dissolved into the dark
And saw two points of  staring red
Like the night bled blinking marks

The sound of  padded footsteps fell
Softly out of  sight
TThey circled like a ringing bell
That called you to the night

A silhouette then did appear
Around the blinking dots,
The matted coat of  Wolf  was clear
Spreading out, an inky blot.

I saw its jaws were dripping blood
As its As its eyes were trained on me,
Its sinewed length clogged with mud
As it crept between the trees

“Who are you?” the pitch thing growled
A man’s voice within its throat
“A soul that fell of  fortune foul
and is lost upon the road.”

It looked It looked at me with burning eyes
And gargled out a laugh;
“So this you sought, now here you find
me, hunting on this path,

For I am Love.” Then spat the cur
And leapt upon my chest.
I smelled Death’s scent within its fur
As As my heart ripped out my breast...



In The Night...
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In the night I will reach over
So as to cool my lone fever
To clasp with might the joy of  you
And to your thread of  fingers sew.
While away, I think on kisses
And of  touches that leave traces
FFrom heated love that burn deep grooves
Where you will nest, my want your roof.
Should the wind blow your perfume ‘round
It would my heart high soaring send
And roll my inner eye straight back
Onto the bed where you are sat.
So in the night I slide across
with slewith sleep, my hand, you to caress

Oh wait… Okay. That’s right, you’ve gone.
That gulf  between was far too long.
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